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We the Web
Summary
A hundred years ago, in The Scientific Principles of Management (1911), Frederick Taylor advocated a “scientific”
approach to entrepreneurship by elaborating data and
information into knowledge about the way in which
production in factories could be organized in an optimum
manner. Nowadays we must apply that insight primarily to
the digital knowledge of markets and individuals that we
can obtain via the Link Graph, the Social Graph and the
Interest Graph, among others. These structures correspond
to the development of the World Wide Web: from Web of
Pages (1994) via the Web of People (2004) to a virtu-real
Web of the World (expected from 2014 onward).

Summary

In a new era, many people are often overwhelmed by discomfort and alienation. Socio-economic, cultural-societal
and technological changes go hand in hand, bringing a certain amount of unease. In this essay, we zoom in on notions
of knowledge in the 20th and early 21st centuries. Thanks
to the breakthrough of Big Data – the first in Big Science
– knowledge has become a socio-economic as much as a
cultural-societal force in the digital age. No longer should
we regard knowledge statically as power, but dynamically
as a force, a lever. In the well-known pyramid of datainformation-knowledge-wisdom, it is currently wise to
share the first three layers with interested parties and to let
wisdom percolate through. Wisdom is knowing how to deal
adequately with the whole body of data, information and
knowledge. The Ziman model (1981, 2010; see p. 9) clearly
indicates how this works: the 21st century is not only for Big
Science but also for organizations that can profit from Big
Data.
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Continuing the developmental line and the role of science
of previous centuries, we pose the question concerning the
extent to which the new period of Enlightenment on the
basis of an intimate relationship between Science, Technology & Innovation (STI) will be able to transport our socioeconomic and cultural-societal life to a level where the
frenzy is at least somewhat more focused.
The essence of this essay lies in this diagram. In broad contours it displays the development of the World Wide Web.
We allow the start of the Web of Pages to concur with the
establishment of the World Wide Web Consortium in 1994.
The subsequent ten years witnessed mainly an unmediated
flow of web pages until the incipience of the social Web of
People in 2004, the year of the first Web 2.0 Conference.
Another ten years later, in 2014, we can anticipate the start
of the Web of the World. At around that time, we expect
approximately 1 trillion devices to be linked to the Internet.
At the beginning of 2011, the Internet hosted 255 million
websites and, of the 7 billion people on earth, 2 billion were
online. As such, the ecosystem of web pages, people and
devices has now become a reliable predictor of the way in
which diverse developments will mature.

“Defusing the Big Data Frenzy”
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The factor 1000, which we currently perceive between the core
numbers of the three web stages is, in conjunction with the
totally different potential of the corresponding entities (sites/
pages, people/behavior and devices/sensors) – and certainly in
combination with these –, an indication of the immense influx of
the so-called Big Data that will be collected, stored, processed,
shared and exploited. This will lead ubiquitously to a historical increase in information and knowledge, causing many people
already to envisage a new period of Enlightenment.
At the end of the essay, we present a visualization of the way in
which the appreciation of the human knowledge system has evolved
in recent years. The slogan of the last stage is “We the Web”. To
begin with, let us examine the extent to which the changes have had
an effect. Do we still know who we are?

“The historical increase of information
and knowledge envisages a new period of
Enlightenment”
©
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“We the People”

After the Roaring Twenties, in the middle of the Great
Depression and on the eve of the Second World War, Eliot
consigned the following critical lines to paper. They deal
with life, the wisdom and knowledge that we have lost, as
he believed, in our pathetic urge for progress:

Where is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
T.S. Eliot, “The Rock”, 1934

Eliot turned his back on “We the People of the United
States”. In his view, the insatiable urge of modern man for
ever-more knowledge drove him farther and farther from
essential ideals and from God. This urge is increasingly
driving us, figuratively but also fundamentally, towards
death. “Get a Life”, Eliot appears to wish to say; in all this
frenzy it seems that coldness and alienation were what he
primarily experienced.
The current status of the web elicits the same emotions in
many people. Beatrix, Queen of the Netherlands, reflected
on this at length in her Christmas speech of 2009. Solemnly she stated:

In these times of globalization, speeds have increased
and distances have declined.
Technological progress and individualization have
made people more independent and remote from one
another. […] Modern man seems to devote little attention to his neighbor. People are mainly self-oriented.
We are inclined to look away from others and to close
our eyes and ears to our surroundings. Even neighbors
can be strangers nowadays. You speak to one another
without conversing, you look at one another without
seeing. People communicate by means of rapid short
messages. Our society is become increasingly individualistic. Personal freedom has become detached
from a bond with the community. But without any
feeling of togetherness our existence becomes empty.
The vacuum cannot be filled with virtual meetings. On
the contrary, distances are amplified. The ideal of the
emancipated individual has reached its end-point. We
must try to find our way back to what connects us.

“We the People”

The Constitution of the United States, the foundation
of the first modern society of our age, begins with these
legendary words. The US is the country where you can
rise from newspaper boy to millionaire, but it is also the
country where T.S. Eliot, one of the most important writers
of the previous century, no longer felt at home at a certain
moment. American by birth, Eliot opted to take on British nationality. He longed for more tradition, values and
norms, which he actually did not find in the UK. Eliot suffered from life, as one says.
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Her majesty is completely right. With the qualification that,
if we wish to defuse the frenzy of life, we should not go
back but rather a good distance forward. We must abandon
the bare no-man’s land of the World Wide Web (see “The
Waste Land”, Eliot, 1922), as she perceives it, and move
toward the following stage: the so-called Web of the World.
A lifelike Internet, which eventually truly occupies the centre of the world, must conjoin everything on earth. It forms
the connecting link between people, the physical world and
our digital universe. The unimaginable quantity of data (Big
Data) that is available in this Web must put life on a higher
level, in both material and immaterial terms.
We hope and expect that a sensible combination of Science, Technology & Innovation (STI) will be able to realize
a new period of Enlightenment in which “the Life we have
lost in living” will ultimately be able to find a home. However, this may take some time. Due to all turbulent digital
developments that await us in the near future, the frenzy
will probably only intensify: for individuals, science and
organizations.

“Where is the knowledge we lost in information?”
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Not waving but drowning –
in our own information
Although you may have experienced the above text as
somewhat dramatic, it does actually cover the whole issue
at stake. Historicization and literization provide reflection and perspective in a world that is inundated with
information. But it is mainly our own personal world that
we are busily and irrevocably arranging in this way. Since
the genesis of the first social networks, the Web has been
flooded by all kinds of updates, day in and day out, varying
from photos and films to blogposts and tweets. Let’s look at
some random figures that mirror this abundance.

by “people, places, times, objects, activities, interests &
events” (Davis, 2010). Big Data, initially originating from
Big Science (Weinberg, 1961; De Solla Price, 1963; Ziman,
1976, 1981, 2010) are now about to play a role everywhere,
particularly in an organizational context. A century after
the publication of Taylor’s The Principles of Scientific Management (1911), the application of knowledge as a force, as
a lever, by collecting data from everywhere, storing them,
processing them, sharing them and exploiting them, will
become a significant new principle.

In 2010, almost 450 million Skype users phoned for
almost 25 billion minutes. Wikipedia contains more than
10 million articles in 273 languages, which are supplemented and altered every day by more than 300,000
volunteers. Facebook has more than 600 million users.
If we regard all Facebook-makers as citizens, this social
network is the biggest country in the world after China
and India. Farmville, which is primarily played on Facebook, enrolls 10 million new users every month. Twitter
carries a daily load of more than 90 million tweets, and
August 2010 recorded the 20-billionth tweet. If all those
messages were printed out, this would amount to more
than 1 billion A4 pages, a strip of 293,364 kilometers. That
is 7.5 times the circumference of the earth. On YouTube,
more than 35 hours of visual material are uploaded every
minute – this is 50,400 hours a day. If the three largest
American broadcasting stations had broadcast continually for the last 60 years they would not have been able
to show as much on screen as is sent to YouTube every
month. And we are not even talking about the 300 billion
e-mails that are sent every day on average by the 2 billion
people who are currently online – not even a third of the
world population.
Where is this process heading? Simple. “We the People”
are on our way from the static Web of Pages and the social
Web of People to an all-embracing Web of the World: a
new “multibillion node, real-time sociotechnical network
of humans and sensor-rich mobile devices”, inhabited
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We the Web
Subordinate on Internet, just as in nature

Between now and 2020, the amount of digital information created and replicated in the world will grow to an
almost inconceivable 35 trillion gigabytes, as all major
forms of media – voice, TV, radio, print – complete the
journey from analog to digital. [. . .] This explosive
growth means that by 2020, our Digital Universe will be
44 times as big as it was in 2009.
iIDC 2010,
The Digital Universe Decade – Are You Ready?

Such an immense quantity of Big Data brings a number of
challenges, to put it mildly. How can the needles in all those
haystacks be discovered in time? How can the permanent
deluge of data be converted to useful information? Don’t so
many data sidetrack our attention to an even greater degree
than the info-overload we are already experiencing? Aren’t
we losing so very much knowledge – to paraphrase Eliot –
in the flood of digital information? Certainly, for Internet
is nothing more or less than the development of our own
nature and culture. Nothing is alien to us and everything is
accelerated and enlarged. And apparently more mysteries
are being added than answers are being provided. This is
the way humanity is developing.

The positive side of things is that all these new data may
provide answers to questions that have been insoluble
up to the present. The solutions will arise from links we
make and test and thus elevate to knowledge. The Web
of the World will leave a decisive imprint on this historical process thanks to an unprecedented level of semantic
wealth, among other things. With significantly more useful,
networked structures of meaning and better algorithms, it
will be possible to expose, elucidate and exploit Big Data
patterns in a commercial and fundamental sense. New
questions will undoubtedly arise, bringing a new frenzy and
curbing the old. The great question remains as to whether
we can move from knowledge to something like “wisdom”
in that way; in other words, can the Web of the World form
the basis for a “return” to “the Life we have lost in living”.
What would that actually mean in the evolution of humanity and its surroundings? Hopefully it will mean that we
can find in the long run, at least in socio-digital terms, the
peace we currently lack, via a strongly improved Social
Graph.

Subordinate on Internet, just as in nature

Besides people who confide their entire world to the web
every day via all kinds of social networks, an increasing
amount of devices and sensors are also being coupled to
the Internet on a regular basis. People are clearly in the
minority on the so-called Internet of Things and, as a result,
the overarching Web of the World will grow exponentially
this decade. The following explosion can be anticipated in
the realm of multimedia alone:
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We the Web
Undivided attention, a relic of the past
In his book entitled Designing Organizations for an Information-Rich World (1971), the American psychologist and
sociologist Herbert Simon concluded that a wealth of information inevitably leads to a paucity of attention:

The wealth of information means a dearth of something else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information
consumes. What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence
a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention
and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among
the overabundance of information sources that might
consume it.
In our multitasking age, undivided attention is becoming
increasingly scarce. Our senses are being continuously
subjected to a cascade of signals. Capturing and maintaining attention has become a genuine art. A good, creative
marketing mixture is of essential importance here. In times
gone by, companies could study consumer behavior relatively leisurely. The information thus gained was
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Undivided attention, a relic of the past
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subsequently used to approach different segments of the
general public, via the mass media. But, with the advent
of the Web, now that everyone and everything is a mass
medium in themselves, this model no longer works. In the
hectic situation of everyday life, consumers have become
extremely fastidious. In fact, everyone demands separate,
unique treatment. Only then is there a chance that someone may pay undivided attention to you for any length of
time. In itself, this can be realized because digital data in all
sorts and sizes are currently in abundance. However, how
do we filter out the proper data sets in the furious maelstrom of the Web of Pages, the Web of People and, in the
near future, the Web of the World? If we direct our attention to the growing flood of data that we are not capable
of converting to concrete information, our knowledge will
not increase, in contrast to our aims, and we will simply be
wasting our time and concentration. Accordingly, in the
digital era, data must be found, extracted and applied in a
different way: to capture the attention of the consumer and
to convert it into economic value, preferably in a sustainable framework. It has become all too clear: the traditional
mass-media approach no longer suffices.
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The power of knowledge
as a guiding principle

The Tree of Knowledge refers to hierarchy as the central
principle, and the image of the Source – in the best possible case – to an inexhaustible reservoir: first a stream,
then a river and ultimately, in a positive sense, a “mer à
boire”. It is more than you can consume, you can enjoy it
to your heart’s content. Nowadays we look at knowledge
in an integral way. We include the framework, of which we
are aware from the Tree of Knowledge and from bodies of
knowledge, but the mixture of Socrates and Horace is also
a part of it, plus the concept of fluidity, “Ta Panta rhei”
(everything flows) attributed to Neoplatonist Simplicius.
Add humanity and its context as the measure of all things
(Protagoras) plus the sounding-board character and capacity to absorb knowledge, and we are complete. In their
book and article entitled Working Knowledge: How Organizations Manage What They Know (1998, 2000), Davenport
and Prusak express a reasonably complete modern notion
of knowledge:

Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, values,
contextual information and expert insight that provides
a framework for evaluating and incorporating new
experience and information. It originates and is applied
in the mind of knowers. In organizations, it often
becomes embedded not only in documents or repositories but also in organizational routines, process,
practices, and norms.
This may well be the case but, in real-life practice, organizations have always had difficulty with the integral cycle
of amassing, establishing, exploiting and extending knowledge. Knowledge is a Tree and a Flow, but it originates
from people who have to work further with it, and this has
been done by consistently different kinds of people down
through the years. This is why it is convenient to record all
kinds of things, but preferably not in silos or static bodies
of knowledge. What are the alternatives?

The power of knowledge as a guiding principle

Where we should seek knowledge and what we ought to
do with it has always been a major issue, certainly when
it involves real-life practice. We know the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil from the Book of Genesis, but we
can just as easily talk about the source of knowledge and
even about the source of all knowledge. In his Philebus
dialog, Plato allocates the following qualifying statement
to Socrates with regard to knowledge as the highest good:
forget knowledge as such, the important aspect is a mixture
of knowledge and pleasure. In the work of Horace, this later
became “miscere utile dulci” and “prodesse et delectare”,
synonymous with the “nut of lering, ende vermaeck” (use
or learning and enjoyment) which we have known in the
Low Countries since the 17th century. In our age, to combine useful with the pleasant, we have at least enriched our
static bodies of knowledge (PMBOK: process management;
SWEBOK: software engineering; BABOK: business analysis; etc.) with the dynamics of hyperlinks. That is important
because they make the necessary cross-links with knowledge silos and their components, thus abandoning a part of
their rigidity.

7

Competitive advantage could and can be gained by protecting knowledge as much as possible by means of patents and
copyrights. Building up an enterprise on the basis of industrial formulas and secrets and the sale of licenses can still
be a very profitable business. But in the historical openness
of the Digital Economy, making knowledge available and
drawing upon it from all sources (think of open source,
open innovation, user-led motivation, crowdsourcing,
cognitive human surplus) is becoming a popular principle
to a reliable and increasing extent. This principle can be
applied in all openness or even next to a closed system of
knowledge, processes, products and services that can be
exploited either personally or in conjunction with partners.
In his book Puzzles, Problems and Enigmas: Occasional
pieces on the human aspects of science (1981, 2010), Ziman
sketches the picture of how knowledge dynamics works
in Big Science, the user and producer of knowledge par
excellence. Keeping in mind the key combination of Science,
Technology & Innovation (Oslo Manual, 1992, 1997, 2005),
this can be translated to organizations in a straightforward

“Knowledge provides a framework for evaluating
and incorporating new experience and information”
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way. Simply substitute product or service for apparatus
and turn the scientist into an entrepreneur. Community
then represents the ecosystem of partners and consumer
market. It is one huge maelstrom of data, information and
knowledge that dominates.
According to Ziman (1981), the vast majority of scientific
activity is, in principle, an intensive social occurrence,
something that is generally accepted even with organizations. This is due to the way in which we have come
to regard knowledge and the surrounding processes in
the digital age. As a result of Big Data, originating from
complex “devices” that interact with communities, the
paradigm of “knowledge is power” has been replaced
by “ the leverage of knowledge”. With regard to “power”,
Ziman discussed the development of Big Science in wellorganized teams in his book The Force of Knowledge: The
Scientific Dimension of Society as far back as 1976, following
Weinberg (1961) and De Solla Price (1963). Now that we
are encountering Big Data at every turn, its relevance for
modern enterprises is even more obvious.

The input from communities (the ecosystem of partners
and consumer market), in particular, is a substantial formative factor. Knowledge, as such, is no longer equivalent to
power. We could say that power now lies in the sharing
of knowledge, but that is not quite right due to the clash
between the dynamics of sharing and the static character of
power. Therefore, let us formulate it as follows: the leverage of distributed knowledge is what makes it a decisive
force, especially in an organizational framework, because
knowledge is soon obsolete whereas the volume of data is
increasing by leaps and bounds. On the organizational side
this is occurring to a lesser degree and less rapidly than
in science, but the pressure of time-to-market and diversification are more severe. One hundred years after the
publication of Taylor’s historical The Principles of Scientific
Management (1911), covering the way in which erstwhile
manufacturers should manage their processes on the basis
of what they (could) know, the leverage of distributed
knowledge as the decisive competitive force has become an
important leading principle.
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This applies to science to a lesser extent,
but the rapid obsolescence of Big Data is a
direct threat to companies. It will be selfevident that data give rise to problems, and
increasingly to worries, especially when we
rely upon data, information and knowledge
that are not quite right for one reason or
another. Advanced resources such as relational databases, data warehousing and data
mining on fast computer networks should
ensure that we take the right decisions at
the right time on the basis of the right data.
But year in, year out, the top management
of organizations inform us, when asked, that they do not
trust the information they have at their disposal. “If you
can’t believe the data, how can you believe the analytics?” stands significantly above the ,, which is obviously an
enterprise that wishes to earn lots of money in this branch
in the near future. And then we have not yet mentioned the
unstructured data that may be of greater importance and
to which the NoSQL movement directs its efforts under
the slogan of “select fun, profit from real_world where
relational=false;”.
Speed may be an old-fashioned concept in the present age
of realtime, but the acceleration continues: in time and volume. The Web of the World is on its way: a new “multibillion node, real-time sociotechnical network of humans and
sensor-rich mobile devices”, inhabited by “people, places,
times, objects, activities, interests & events” (Davis, 2010).

The power of knowledge as a guiding principle

Using knowledge as a force, as a lever, by
collecting, storing, processing, sharing and
exploiting (big) data from all sides, has
now become a reliable strategy for success
– for power, if you like. New firms such as
InfoChimps (www.infochimps.com) and
DataSift (www.datasift.net) wish to help
organizations with this by sharing some
data sets freely, but especially by bringing
together supply and demand. That is their
earning model.

Speed and acceleration have landed at realtime level, and
that brings an unprecedented frenzy into the equation.
The Industrial Revolution introduced a focus on speed: to
develop a product as quickly as possible and subsequently
ram it down the consumers’ throats via a sophisticated
marketing plan with the aid of the existing mass media.
Such activities were disconnected from time, place and
other contexts. This angle of approach dominated until
deep in the twentieth century. In the era of realtime we recognize the rise of a different division of roles between consumers and producers. They enter into a direct dialog with
one another. Social tools such as Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and Foursquare link time, place and other contexts. In
conjunction with sensor devices – primarily smartphones
at this moment – they form an early indication of what is
awaiting us in the Web of the World.
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Link Graph, Social Graph and Interest Graph
With the ever-growing digital flows, humanity has given
the Web its natural direction of development. Since 1994,
the year of the foundation of the World Wide Web Consortium, the Web of Pages has grown considerably. We can
place the breakthrough of the social Web of People ten years
later, in 2004. That was when the first Web 2.0 Conference was held. If the ten years between these events can be
taken as an indication, we can expect the blossoming of the
hyperdynamic Web of the World in 2014. Cisco-CTO Padmasree Warrior envisages 1 trillion networking devices in
2013. These three developments are cumulative: the number of webpages is gradually increasing, multimedia social
and economic contacts between individuals and organizations in particular are currently multiplying explosively
and, in one important aspect, the way in which interaction
in the Web of the World will take shape occur can already
be guessed – namely, as “the Life we have lost in living” due
to impersonality and information overload. An important
component of the remedy for this is pattern recognition.
It’s Not Information Overload. It’s Filter Failure was the title
the Web guru Clay Shirky assigned to a presentation at the
large-scale Web 2.0 Conference in New York in 2008. It
is interesting to examine which content was published in

Link graph
Google
tekstabc.htm

which web stage and which filter was used to identify the
proper data.
The first stage was oriented toward the publication, distribution and searchability of information. Many companies
established themselves on the web and their home page
was their visiting card. It was only later that functionalities
were added, making it possible to request information,
by searching through a product database for example.
The very first e-commercial activities – later e-tailing and
e-business, etc. – arose in this period.
Google had the most thorough understanding of this first
stage of the Web and introduced the PageRank concept:
the more hyperlinks there were, the higher the place of a
webpage in the Google search results. By connecting text
advertisements to the PageRank, Google managed to generate a fortune from the Link Graph, which is characteristic
of the Web of Pages. The Social Graph covers the interaction structure of the Web of People and the third diagram in
the row represents the so-called Interest Graph. We should
regard this as an early indication of what the Web of the
World will bring us in the social realm.
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At present, the Web of People is the dominant development. Individuals and organizations exchange the most
diverse multimedia information. But nowadays it is not just
about the page results that the search engines traditionally
produced. Personal interaction is becoming increasingly
important, with more than 600 million Facebook-makers
and more than 20 billion tweets. Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg calls this interaction structure the Social
Graph. It is characterized by realtime dynamism, in which
data change and become obsolete every second. In this
hyper-frenzy it is difficult to say when a certain theme will
peak or attention will again diminish. Whatever the case,
the reputation and opinions of others within one’s social
“life flow” are often critical in the decision to read something, like something, to become involved with something
and to buy or not to buy something. It is undeniable that
social networks belong to the new filters. They are increasingly taken into account in search results and marketers are
directing their endeavors to these to an ever-greater degree.
The reputation that individuals and organizations are
building up in social networks on Internet is an important
new currency. And remarkably enough, according to Mark
Zuckerberg, we are only at the beginning of an adult Web of
People:

It’s really early. If you look at the type of information
that people share, it’s all very simple. The amount of
context that people can have about the world around
them, the type of sharing that people want to be able
to do, the type of things that you want to be able to
learn about the people around you, it’s really just getting started.

The next phase of Internet is getting mobile on smartphones and tablets, which are closing the gap between
traditional cellphones and netbooks. The cellphone is no
longer a device purely for communication. Via contextconscious apps, mobile devices in all sorts and sizes will
be the predominant gateway between the physical and the
digital world. At present we experience these two as being
largely separate, but the trend is that they will converge in
an integrated Web of the World.
At the beginning of the Web of People stage, the important
thing was to enter into as many digital relationships as possible: friends on Facebook, business contacts on LinkedIn,
followers on Twitter. Now it is no longer important how
many contacts you have, it is all about the satisfaction of
needs and interests. What we want – perhaps still largely
unarticulated – is that the web manages to find us on the
basis of digital footprints and realtime behavior. The web
ought to know what we are looking for, we must be relieved
from specifying search terms. According to Eric Schmidt,
former CEO of Google, we are pretty close to this:

Link Graph, Social Graph and Interest Graph
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The power of individual targeting – the technology will
be so good it will be very hard for people to watch or
consume something that has not in some sense been
tailored for them [...] I actually think most people don’t
want Google to answer their questions. They want
Google to tell them what they should be doing next”.
The Wall Street Journal, 24 August 2010
As a consequence of its size, Google has the best view of
what we want. The search engine is, in fact, a database of
our intentions. In 2005, John Batelle already mentioned this
in his book The Search: How Google And Its Rivals Rewrote
The Rules Of Business And Transformed Our Culture.

“The physical and the digital world
will converge in an integrated
”

Web of the World
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With regard to Google rivals: in the second decade of this
century, we are already seeing many burgeoning initiatives
to ensure that information will flow to us, as it were, based
on preferences, decisions, relations, conversations, etc.
Examples of this include the iPhone application My6sense,
which pretends to be “Your Digital Intuition”, or the web
application Hunch. Research.ly and Aloqa.com are also
engaged in predicting user behavior. And let’s not forget Siri, which has recently been taken over by Apple for
200 million dollars. Siri is a virtual personal assistant that
executes vocal commands, such as “book me the first available flight to Paris”, for instance. The Flipboard application
is also popular, providing a personalized social magazine
on iPad. And, of course, there is also music. Tips from our
social network are fine, but they
are often not quite to our taste. A
music provider such as Pandora
“knows” much more and is almost
always accurate.

Each stage of the Internet has its dominant players. In the
Web of Pages, Google was the absolute leader in exploiting
the Link Graph. Facebook, which generated almost two
billion dollars turnover in 2010, is currently the dominant
party in the Web of People. In the transition to the Web of
the World we now see a number of parties trying to exploit
the Interest Graph (the term comes from Amit Kapur, former COO of MySpace and currently CEO of Gravity). To
start with, there is Twitter, but Groupon (joint purchases)
and Quora (the Wikipedia for questions and answers) are
also attempting to make their mark. It is clear that the party
that is first capable of creating measurable value on the
basis of the abundance of data available on Internet will
again be able to earn lots of money.
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Predicting is reality, and what now?
The consumer is the engine behind the development of the
web. In each stage up to the present, companies have been
spectators on the sidelines. To many organizations, the
social web came as a bolt from the blue. Suddenly they had
to enter into an authentic dialog with customers and people
who had developed an interest in their activities for one
reason or another. With the advent of the Interest Graph,
companies finally have a valuable instrument at their
disposal. The Interest Graph enables them to approach consumers as unique individuals on the basis of realtime information on behavior. Until now, companies took decisions
on the basis of historical data, information and knowledge.
In the current stage of the Web of People, they can now tap
into the realtime information flow of separate individuals,
cater to their detailed wishes and directly influence their
behavior. Organizations generally do not know exactly how
to deal with this and what they should do. Gartner analyst
Stephen Prentice puts it this way: “We moved from hindsight to insight, but we need to move to foresight.”

ing or retreating. By analyzing search behavior, Google can
give a more accurate picture of the spread of the flu than
many medical institutes, which are often dependent upon
bureaucratic processes to collect the right data with which
predictions can be made. Google simply examines the way
in which the number of flu-related search terms increases
or decrease from day to day. Hal Varian, Chief Economist at
Google, called this “nowcasting: an instantaneous, involuntary poll about whatever people are searching for at any
given time”, or: making predictions not about the future
but about the present. Google applies such trendtools
for a growing number of different aims. For instance, the
company has a barometer that predicts economic growth
on the basis of sentiment regarding shops, cars, traveling,
mortgages and jobs. Besides Google Trends, Google has
launched the Google Insights for Search search engine.
This application is primarily intended for advertisers to
check whether or not a certain campaign has been successful, but everyone can use it.

The modern supermarket is an example of how this has
worked in everyday life for some time, without appreciable
influence from the Internet. Whereas the products on the
shelves used to be counted in order to determine what
needed to be refilled, modern cash systems have now made
it possible for a supermarket to be aware of the stocks in
all branches in realtime, and of the trends in each region.
If you combine this awareness with the current weather
situation and the knowledge that the same things are often
eaten on certain days at certain times of the year (and at
other times certainly not), a reasonably accurate prediction can be made of what a consumer will encounter in a
certain shop at a certain time. This model can be extended
as required with factors such as public holidays, sports
events, special offers, actions for savings and collections,
and advertising in the media.

Not only Google is engaged with predicting trends on
the basis of the interests of its users. Social networks are
also ideally suited to this purpose. In an article entitled
“Predicting the Future with Social Media” (2010), HewlettPackard researchers report the largely still neglected predictive powers of social media, especially Twitter. On the
basis of more than three million tweets, an accurate prediction could be made about which films would be major
hits and which wouldn’t. In this, they even gained better
results than Hollywood Stock Exchange (www.hsx.com),
an online investment game in films, actors, directors, etc.
Of course, Twitter can also be used to predict other things:
from product popularity to election results. In our current
Web of People, the Interest Graph offers a refinement within
the Social Graph, and thus demonstrably the possibility of
predicting events with an accuracy as if they have already
occurred.

A database of intentions, which is an accurate description
of the Web of People at present, enables the most diverse
realtime predictions. For instance, since October 2009
the Netherlands has enjoyed the possibility of checking
Google Influenza Trends to see how an epidemic is spread-

Predicting is reality, and what now?
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The Living Earth Simulator project must be regarded as a
pioneering development in the context of the Web of the
World. The spiritual father of this project is Dirk Helbing,
a professor at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. He

“Having the best trend tool is what it is about now”
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wishes to have this world variant of the large CERN particle
accelerator available in 2022, funded with 1 billion euros
from the European Union. With the Living Earth Simulator,
Helbing expects to be able to predict such diverse matters as economic airbells, pandemics, the course of local
conflicts and the effect of human action on the climate.
Helbing even envisages the layout of situation rooms in
which crisis teams can closely follow and simulate developments, and subsequently decide upon the necessary action.
As such, the Living Earth Simulator project is an elegant
and concrete response to the issue of the extent to which a
new period of Enlightenment, on the basis of an intimate
relationship between Science, Technology & Innovation
(STI), can elevate our socio-economic and cultural-societal
life to a level where the universal frenzy is somewhat more
focused.
The increasing flow of promising realtime prediction initiatives, a number of which have been dealt with here, is a
trend that will take off in a much bigger way in the coming years. As a consequence, the focused frenzy will grow
considerably. In other words, predictions will consistently
refer to concrete happenings. This appears to be cheerful
news. However, due to the relative simplicity of processing
Big Data with new algorithms, filters and simulation techniques, a jungle of information and knowledge will arise,
the exponents of which will contest the relevancy of one
another’s findings. Compare it with the surge of economic
indicators with which we are currently inundated every
week – and ten years ago we thought it was pretty bad! To
some people, the new jungle of framed predictions may
provide a more solid foothold. But the prediction jungle
will necessarily be rooted in even more socio-economic
and cultural-societal digital dynamics than we are accustomed to in today’s social networks. At the same time, we
can expect, in the envisaged combination of (Big) Science,
Technology, Innovation and Big Data, that the useless chaff
will be divided from the relevant corn at an early stage.
Therefore, to anyone who has and can maintain a view of
developments, the hectic life will probably not become
worse or more irritating. But there can be no mention of
defusing the frenzy in terms of returning to former values.
And anyway, what is life without a bit of frenzy?

These assessments and deliberations bring us back to the
three questions posed by T.S. Eliot. We quoted them at the
beginning, but not only as literary ornamentation along
with the natural human development of the Web of Pages
via the Web of People toward the Web of the World.

Where is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
Even into the 21st century, the hectic increase of information, knowledge, everyday chores and outbursts has generated feelings of alienation and loss. For those who have
turned their backs on human developments – and that is
everyone’s prerogative – this will remain so. On the basis of
the well-known pyramid of data to wisdom, the upper half,
from higher knowledge and expertise upward, was largely
regarded as being reserved for science, religion, ideology
and trial & error until deep into the 20th century. Data,
information and knowledge originated in the past and
could not be simply extrapolated in a valid way unless they
concerned predictable behavior, as in the above-mentioned
case of the supermarket. Generally we did not know exactly
what was happening, let alone what was going to happen or
how we could exert the best possible influence on developments. In the digital era, from the Interest Graph onward,
the situation began to change. For the very first time in
history, organizations could make use of this development, and they tried desperately to find out how they could
deploy realtime Big Data to their advantage. In essence, the
issue was one of a revaluation of knowledge and the way it
was used from data gathering to exploitation, namely, as a
dynamic force rather than as a static power. With this, the
watershed between past and future was leveled and now
they can supplement and “enlighten” one another in order
to arrive at realtime decisions that are always exact.
In their book Working Knowledge: How Organizations
Manage What They Know (1998), Davenport and Prusak
deliberately restrict their field to the threesome data-information-knowledge. For convenience, they count higher
concepts such as wisdom and insight among knowledge,
because everyday corporate economies have no particular
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interest in these. The reason for this is a combination of
a historical focus until deep into the digital age plus the
rather recent insight that, in the well-known pyramid of
data-information-knowledge-wisdom (DIKW), it is currently wise to deliberately share the first three layers with
interested parties and to let wisdom percolate through. As
mentioned at the beginning of the summary, wisdom is
synonymous with knowing adequately how to deal with the
whole body of data, information and knowledge. Knowledge can place data in a different light and that information
– or science in a neutral sense – gives us and others a new
point of view. Reasoning in this way, we can wonder about
the extent to which the entire DIKW pyramid is not merely
a word game. Generations of philosophers of language have
tackled this issue. We only wish to remark that a strongly
stratified pyramid refutes the fluid character of the knowledge system. The system must remain operational at all
times: like a perpetuum mobile of “working knowledge”.

Traditionally, data are lucid and discrete facts, information
is synonymous with a meaningful dialog arising from these,
and we are capable of taking action on the basis of the
knowledge level that builds on this. This is all entirely true,
but sharing knowledge and allowing it to percolate are what
it is really all about.
Having arrived almost at the end of this essay, this attempt
to clarify modern knowledge systems, we present our visualization of the way in which the appreciation of the DIKW
pyramid has recently evolved. The three ABC stages, their
names, slogans and brief descriptions summarize the
knowledge core of what we have advocated in this essay,
including the title. A well-intended caution against mystification, esotericism and occultism is also merited here. Fortunately we can see that in the B and C stages the pyramid
has been completely bulldozed. The following, concluding
section places We the Web in a current perspective.

Wisdom
(Fragment of US Dollar bill)

Wisdom

Beware of mysticism,
esotericism and occultism

Knowledge
Information

Information

Data

Data

Classical Phase
Stable Laws of Nature
Climbing the stairs
Higher knowledge, wisdom
and insight belong to the
realms of science, religion
and ideology

Web
of the
Web World
of
Web People
of
Pages

Knowledge

Knowledge

A
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B

Insight Phase
Working knowledge
Down to earth
Wisdom means appreciating
the dynamism of our
knowledge system

Information
big Data

C Virtualization Phase

New Age of Enlightenment
We the Web
Big Data elevates and
expands the relevance
and potential of the
human knowledge system
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We the Web in perspective
This We the Web trend report builds upon our book entitled Me the Media (2008). Since the first Web 2.0 Conference in 2004, digital mediafication has exploded, particularly via the so-called “social media”. In three periods of
ten years, the focus of the World Wide Web has deepened
and broadened from pages (1994) via people (2004) to our
living and experiential world. There are several hundred
million websites, a couple of billion people are online, and
we can expect a trillion devices and sensors on the web in
2014. In this way we shape our evolution: we are the web, it
is our world.
But where does this leave us? In her Christmas Speech of
2009, Queen Beatrix regretted the disappearance of physical presence and companionship. They have succumbed to
digital frenzy. Far before the modern information age, this
theme was articulated by the renowned literary figure and
Nobel Prizewinner T.S. Eliot (1934). He wondered where
the wisdom has gone that we have lost in our quest for
knowledge; where the knowledge has gone that we have

lost to information flows. In short, where can we recognize
real life in these comprehensively hectic times?
Not entirely unintentionally – his (undefended) university thesis was called Knowledge and Experience in the
Philosophy of F. H. Bradley – Eliot gave an epistemological and information-theoretical twist to the alienation
that he experienced. This brings us to the appreciation
of the knowledge system (see the previous section) in
this Internet era, where frenzy seems to be the governing
principle. Video floods the web, but it is actually Big Data
in its generality. Data form the ground layer of the knowledge pyramid, with information, knowledge and wisdom
above, in that order. Big Science is the progenitor of Big
Data, officially since 1961. In the digital era, and certainly
with our challenges regarding living environment, climate,
energy, financial-economic crises, health, overpopulation,
food shortages, armed conflict, etc., we must try to convert
Big Data to Big Information & Knowledge, with the aim of
acting adequately of course.
We do so by applying Science, Technology & Innovation, the currently accepted STI triangle, in socioeconomic and cultural-societal areas in a practical
way. Gathering, storing, processing, sharing and
exploiting Big Data form a central component of this
practice and it is a key factor in the modern appreciation of our knowledge system in which knowledge is
regarded as a force. As far back as 1976, the title of the
book The Force of Knowledge. The Scientific Dimension of Society already pointed in this direction, and
the idea of having a Living Earth Simulator available
in 2020 to solve diverse world problems is, in this
context, the conceptual crown jewel of the indicative
perspectives.
For organizations, the Big Data development, which
is currently teeming all around us, offers opportunities and threats. Most enterprises are not capable
of coping with Big Data and of gaining competitive
advantage there. It seems self-evident that providers
of cloud computing will start doing this in conjunction with experts.
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With regard to the threats brought by data, and certainly
Big Data, information overload and multitasking are
certainly among their number. In that respect, McKinsey had already had enough at the beginning of 2011:

A body of scientific evidence demonstrates fairly
conclusively that multitasking makes human
beings less productive, less creative, and less
able to make good decisions. If we want to be
effective [. . .], we need to stop. [. . .] The widespread availability of powerful communications
technologies means employees now share many
of the time- and attention-management challenges of their leaders. The whole organization’s
productivity can now be affected by information overload. [. . .] Resetting the culture to
healthier norms is a critical new responsibility
for 21st-century executives.
McKinsey Quarterly, January 2011

Finally, after the Web of Pages, an interesting question
concerns which company will be able to gain most financial
benefit, in the Web of People now and the Web of the World
in the near future, from the new interaction structures and
realtime data flows which will enable all kinds of things to
be predicted. Google was the dominant player, but is no
longer so in the social realm. With its position in the Social
Graph, Facebook seems to be the leader. Twitter has a valuable Interest Graph but what is it doing with it?

Which existing player or which new startup will make its
mark with the Big Data, Information & Knowledge that can
be acquired and generated from the digital frenzy of the
exploding web?
Perhaps it will ultimately be Google itself. In his last few
days as CEO at the end of January 2011, Eric Schmidt summarized the intentions of the company at the Digital Life
Design Conference in Munich with the new buzzword
“Augmented Humanity”. Fast Company described the core
of Schmidt’s story thus: “In the future we will be Google,
and Google will be us – the online giant will make us better
humans.”

“Information overload and multitasking
certainly are threats brought by Big Data”
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Many companies have that ambition nowadays. It is far
from certain that it will be Google Inside, but the fact that
we are heading toward an intriguing future, with the We the
Web theme as the leitmotiv – will be clear.
As if it had been arranged, a few hours previously, Barack
Obama had praised the American power of innovation and
lauded both Google and Facebook in the annual presidential State of the Union speech. Relying on the character of
the people of America, his country provides unprecedented
opportunities for rising talent:

Thirty years ago, we couldn’t know that something
called the Internet would lead to an economic revolution. What we can do – what America does better than
anyone – is spark the creativity and imagination of our
people. We are the nation that put cars in driveways
and computers in offices; the nation of Edison and the
Wright brothers; of Google and Facebook. In America,
innovation doesn’t just change our lives. It’s how we
make a living.
With so much structural frenzy, T.S. Eliot is probably turning in his grave.
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Epilog: the Path of Enlightenment
In the past few decades, people have changed many more
times than organizations have done, and certainly more
than the systems by means of which they are served. In
today’s economic dynamism, the individual has come to
be the focus of attention to the extent that in that context
alone we can speak of a new period of Enlightenment. With
smart support services, we will soon be able to provide
“deep support” to everyone separately on the basis of data
and the real-life context that we so often miss in our relations with organizations. This is the core of the “The Support Economy”, which Shoshana Zuboff described in her
book of the same name ten years ago. This type of radical
new future justifies the comparison with the leap toward
individualization during the European Enlightenment of
the 18th century, in which changes in culture, business life
and science went hand in hand.

Epilog: the Path of Enlightenment

It is almost impossible to oversee the consequences of the
implementation of the Web of the World, of the possibilities
to “nowcast”, to utilize the Interest Graph, to stimulate the
whole world. With the reflection of Big Science in Big Data,
we are moving with unprecedented acceleration. The power
of knowledge as the guiding principle behind such furious
changes can provide support to survive the transformation
unscathed. But business managers and governors are currently busier protecting their organization from the frenzy
than they are deliberating on new knowledge systems. To
them, the Enlightenment is primarily the concrete alleviation of tasks. That is excellent, because much preliminary
work must be done, but it ought to be done with vision.
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Instead of being overtaken on all sides by startups that
have understood current developments, as has occurred
many times in the young history of the web, a few simple
questions to the 21st-century organization can initiate the
deliberation that is necessary to embark, well prepared,
upon the path of Enlightenment:

•• Are we capable of switching from speed to realtime?
•• Which agreements must we reach to rig out successful

Big Data strategies?
•• Is our vision on business intelligence taking Big Data
sufficiently into account?
•• Which answers do we have to filter failure?
•• How can we make use of the Social Graph and the Interest Graph in the future?
Paraphrasing T.S. Eliot, thinking about this type of questions can help us avoid the following remorseful yearning:
“Where is the organization we have lost in organizing?”

“Deep technical support can lead
business and society
from confusion to enlightenment”
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